HISTORY 484-3  
HISTORY OF WOMEN IN NORTH AMERICA

This course covers four topics: a demographic overview of the changes in Women's lives; Women's Work at Home; Women in the Labour Force; Women and Politics (private and public). These topics are further broken down into nine units. Each unit includes the following: a clearly stated set of objectives indicating to the student what he or she will be expected to know by the end of the unit; reading assignments; introductions to the reading intended to help the student pick out the important points; and practice questions (and an answer key) to enable the student to test himself or herself along the way.

Every effort has been made to make the course as complete and precise as possible to compensate for the absence of regular face-to-face contact between student and instructor. Throughout the course, the student's assignments will be graded by the same individual who will comment extensively on the essays and who will develop a sense of the student's strengths, difficulties, and interests as revealed in his or her work. This tutor-marker will also be available for telephone consultation.

PREREQUISITE: At least two upper division courses in history recommended.

REQUIRED TEXTS:


COURSE REQUIREMENTS:

| Assignment 1 | Short Answer Questions | 10% |
| Assignment 2 | Assigned Questions | 20% |
| Assignment 3 | Assigned Questions | 20% |
| Assignment 4 | 8-12 Page Paper | 30% |
| Assignment 5 | Assigned Questions | 20% |

COURSE INSTRUCTOR RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MAKE CHANGES WITHOUT NOTICE.